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Source: The Seiko Website

Like mechanical and quartz, 
Kinetic is a platform. Over the 
past 20 years, SEIKO has 
created on this platform a suite 
of Kinetic movements, each 
bringing unique features to the 
consumer.

It was at the 1986 Basel Fair 
that SEIKO unveiled its first 
Kinetic prototype. Introduced 
under the trial name of 'AGM', it 
was the first watch in the world 
to convert kinetic movement 
into electrical energy. It was the 
first step in a development that, 
20 years later, has made 
Kinetic synonymous with 
environmental friendliness, high 
performance and long-lasting 
convenience to a generation of 
users worldwide. From the 
launch in 1988 of the first 
commercially available watch 
(then under the new name 
AGS) until today, over eight 
million Kinetic watches have 
been sold (as of 2007).

In 1998, Kinetic Auto Relay was 
released, extending the 'at-rest' 
operating period of the watch to 
a remarkable 4 years. 1999 
saw the launch of the Ultimate 

Kinetic Chronograph, a 
masterpiece which fused 
the very best of SEIKO's 
mechanical and electronic 
watchmaking skills, and in 
2003 another Kinetic 
Chronograph was 
launched. At Baselworld 
2005, the Kinetic Perpetual 
made its first appearance, 
combining Kinetic 
convenience and longevity 
with a perpetual calendar, 
correct to the year 2100. In 
2007, SEIKO's emotional 
technology Kinetic Direct 
Drive is introduced.

The model shown here is Our 
very own Ray Westfieldʼs Seiko 
Kinetic Sportura Auto Relay. 
Seiko have designed this watch 
to be stylish and robust aimed 
at the avid sportman who 
demands more from his watch. 

Model : SMA137P1
High-grade steel case and 
bracelet
Waterproof to 100 m 
Kinetic Auto Relay 
Energy saving function 
Quick start function 

Sapphire glass with anti-reflective 
coating on both sides
Bolted crown 
Bolted case back 
Folding latch with safety catch 
LumiBrite Dial 
Non reflective black face
Date at 3 o' clock position
Quartz accuracy to within a 
couple of seconds a month
This watch never needs a 
battery and is powered by the 
movement of your wrist. If it is 
not worn for 3 days the watch 
goes to sleep ( Auto Relay 
Function ) to conserve energy 
and can sleep for 4 years on a 
full charge. To wake it up give it 
a shake and watch the hands 
speed round to the correct time. 
There are no reflections from 
the glass or face and the face is 
viewable from any angle.

Pros: style, polished blingness 
and practicality

Cons: Polished bracelet 
susceptible to scratches

Verdict: 4.5 stars.
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Alternative Fuel - The Seiko Kinetic
Adrian Ainsworth looks at the Seiko Power Horse



The first time you get a chance 
to see new Planet Ocean up 
close, it will not take you long to 
recognise the Omega design.
The case has the same 
features, as you will find on the 
classic Speedmaster. The so-
called ʻoversizedʼ watches are 
very popular these days and 
this trend is reflected in the 
Planet Ocean models that are 
only are available in 42 and 
45.5 mm.

The design of the hands is not 
new and has been seen on 
several previous Omega 
models such as the Broad 
Arrow.

However, this time it is not only 
the minute hand, but also the 
hour hand that has an arrow-
shaped look. The design of the 
numbers on the dial also brings 
back memories from Omega 
classics.

Generally, I see the Planet 
Ocean design as a very 
classical and successful one. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to 
get a Planet Ocean with a more 

modern look, should some 
prefer that.

The watch is also available in a 
version with an orange rotating 
bezel and orange numbers on 
the dial. The one shown here 
belongs to fellow Beastwatch 
contributor Ray Westfield 
though my own tastes lean 
towards the somewhat blingier 
orange bezelled version shown 
at the foot of this article. 
Furthermore, this version 
comes with an orange alligator-
skin strap, which gives the 
watch a look that no one can 
regard as boring.

The orange colour has been 
chosen because it (according to 
Omega) is one of the most 
visible under water. It is 
possible to get both the orange 
and the black version of the 
Planet Ocean with a stainless 
steel bracelet and a rubber 
strap. As mentioned before the 
orange version comes with an 
orange alligator-skin strap 
whereas the black version 
comes with a dark brown 
alligator-skin strap. This gives 

the customer several 
possibilities to customise his 
watch and helps widen the 
target group. The black version 
can, with either a bracelet or an 
alligator-skin strap, easily be 
worn as a dress watch. With the 
rubber strap, it looks more like 
an everyday-watch that is made 
to be used – also for diving. 
Though it is probably a minority 
of the watches that will ever 
see anything deeper than a 
bathtub.

The orange version is probably 
targeted towards the female 
and younger segment with its 
very modern look. Orange is a 
colour that is becoming more 
and more popular on watches, 
especially diverʼs watches. A 
few years ago, Rolex presented 
the 50th anniversary version of 
the Submariner with a green 
rotating bezel and this began 
the trend for well well-made 
diverʼs watches on the market 
with bright coloured rotating 
bezels. Christopher Ward a 
favourite of ours has also joined 
this happy band with their C60 
range of Dive watches. We will 
probably see more of this trend 
from other watch companies in 
the future.

The general impression of the 
quality is good and the care of 
details does not leave anything 
behind, exactly as we know it 
from other of Omega models. I 
have also tried this watch on 
with a rubber strap and it is very 
comfortable to wear. The 
stainless steel bracelet has a 
sateen-like surface and the 
well-known Seamaster folding 
clasp. This is a very well-made 
and robust folding clasp that is 
opened by pressing two 
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Dive Watches - The Omega Planet Ocean
Reviewed by Adrian Ainsworth
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buttons, which makes opening 
the clasp by accident a very 
rare phenomenon.

The movement is an Omega 
calibre 2500, which is a greatly 
modified ETA 2892-A2. The 
movement has co-axial 
escapement, which is also 
known from the DeVille and 
Seamaster Aqua Terra models. 
According to Omega, the co-
axial escapement reduces the 
friction in the movement and 
thereby offers much better long-
term reliability and accuracy. In 
the very popular Omega 
Seamaster 300 M Diver 
Chronometer (know from the 
007 movies) is a calibre 1120 
which is based on the same 
ebauche from ETA, but the 

1120 caliber does not have the 
co-axial escapement. This is 
the main difference between 
the two movements. It normally 
takes a larger than average 
wrist to wear a watch with a 
diameter of 45.5 mm, but it 
helps significantly if the lugs are 
downward-curving. This is not 
the case with the Planet Ocean 
and it therefore makes quite 
high demands on the wearerʼs 
wrist size. 

With the very well-designed 
dial, the watch is easy readable 
in daylight as well as in 
darkness – an important feature 
for a diverʼs watch. The Planet 
Ocean is definitely above 
average here.

The rotating bezel is, due to the 
grooves on the edge, easy to 
rotate. This is clearly an 
improvement compared to the 
rotating bezel on the 
Seamaster 300 M Diver which 
could be quite hard to work 
correctly. The overall quality of 
the Planet Ocean is, compared 
to the Seamaster 300 M Diver 
Chronometer a level higher. 
When the quality goes up so 
does the price and this is also 
the case with the Planet Ocean 
which as at June 2011 retails at 
over £2000!

As mentioned earlier, the 
Planet Ocean is available in a 
42 and 45.5 mm version. It is a 
shame, in my opinion, that you 
cannot also get a smaller 
version - for example a 39 mm. 
There is no doubt that 
oversized watches are very in 
these days but not everyone is 
equipped with a Sly-sized wrist. 

Moreover, who says the 
oversized watch trend will last?I 
see this as the only major 
minus and therefore rate the 
Planet Ocean as a four  and a 
half on a scale of one to five.

In conclusion the design of the 
Planet Ocean is classical and 
very successful. This combined 
with the alternative of a black or 
orange version and the choice 
of stainless steel bracelet, 
rubber or alligator-skin strap 
gives a very wide target group. 
This target group could, by our 
opinion, be extended further if a 
39 mm version was available. 
A cracking all round watch.

Pros: style, versatility and 
practicality.

Cons: Almost too popular?

Verdict: 4.5 stars.
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Christopher Ward watches are 
sold via the Internet, designed 
in London and manufactured in 
Switzerland using high quality 
Swiss movements for  both the 
Quartz and automatic models in 
his range.The Kingfisher was 
the first to  really catch my eye 
and when I received it I was 
even more bowled over by the 

beauty of the yellow dial and 
overall quality of the watch - it is 
a real eye catcher and a 
pleasure to wear.

So here are my thoughts on 
this watch. First, I love the finish 
on the metal very industrial 
looking and more purposeful 

than the polished look on my 
Breitling Navitimer for example. 
This kind of finish copes well 
with scratches and hard labour! 
The bezel edge and the crown 
however are shiny but this is a 
nice contrast. I wanted to swim 
in the watch and use it on the 
beach and I opted for the 
silicon strap and this is very 
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Dive Watches - The Christopher Ward C6 Kingfisher
Reviewed by Adrian Ainsworth



comfortable and again adds to 
the functional appearance as 
well as contrasting well with the 
yellow face. The yellow face is 
in my opinion simply gorgeous 
and shimmers beautifully as it 
catches the light. The sapphire 
crystal is a wapping 4.5 mm 
thick and scratch resistant. Hold 
the face at the right angle and it 
refracts light showing just how 
thick it is - this looks very cool 
too!

The unidirectional bezel has a 
satisfyingly tight action with no 
play at all. The timekeeping is 
simply amazing but then it is 
quartz so it should be. 

Finally, the packaging is also 
first class. A lovely display box 
adds to the quality feel of the 

product and a hand signed 
letter from Mr. Ward himself is a 
nice touch. Quite simply this 
watch hooked me as surely as 
a Kingfisher catches fish!

Features
Swiss made movement, current 
models all Swiss made
5 Jewel Ronda quartz 
movement
2 Piece uni-directional bezel
Screw-in crown and back plate
30 atm (1000 feet) water 
resistant case
4.5mm Sapphire crystal
Adjustable strap with easy 
opening butterfly clasp
Super-Luminova indices bezel 
marker and hands
Unique engraved serial number 
and No Decompression Limit 
table

Technical
Diameter: 42mm
Height: 13mm
Weight: 140g
Calibre: Ronda 715
Strap: Silicon Rubber - width 
22mm

Pros: style, clarity and 
practicality.

Cons: Itʼs not automatic.

Verdict: 3.5 stars.
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In 2009, Lady Peanut and 
myself decided to plan a driving 
holiday in Europe for 2010 
touring Italy and an easy way to 
plan the route is to follow the 
route of the famous Mille Miglia 
road race that ran from 1927 to 
1957 and which has been 
revived as a classic car event. 
Chopard sponsor the event and 
commemorate the fact by 

producing their Mille Miglia 
range of watches. This is 
quoted from Chopard's web 
site, "Passion, performance, 
precision: these are just a few 
of the striking similarities 
between automotive 
engineering and mechanical 
watchmaking. The Mille Miglia 
collection links these two worlds 
and perfectly represents the 

spirit of la corsa più bella del 
mondo....

Chopard has been actively 
supporting the Mille Miglia as a 
main sponsor and official 
timekeeper since 1988. This 
longstanding partnership has 
given rise to a collection of 
precision sports watches 
reflecting this unparalleled 
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Car Watches - The Chopard Mille Miglia XL GT Power Control
Reviewed by Adrian Ainsworth
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passion and performance". 
After spending a few months 
listening to me practising 
"Showpar" and "mee-lay meel-
yah" my lovely wife could take 
no more and  bought me this 
watch on Valentines Day!

It is a lovely watch, powered by 
the Valgranges movement, 
which by the way is the noisiest 
loudest movement I have ever 
encountered but hearing it 
grunt and groan makes the 
watch seem alive on 
my wrist.  Now I was fully 
equipped to trace the route of 
the Mille Miglia.Unfortunately  a 
few unforseen events conspired 
to prevent us making the 
roadtrip but each time I wear 
the watch it reminds me of the 
trip which I hope to do in 2012 .
The full name of this watch is 
the Chopard 1000 Miglia GT 
XL Power Control. The lovely 

stainless steel bezel is truly 
fine, as is the striking rubber of  
the bracelet  and the design 
replicates the tread of an old 
Dunlop tyre. The magnificent 
Sapphire, scratch resistant 
crystal, combined with the fine 
Stainless Steel case material 
makes this a highly sought after 
Swiss watch. Plus the Black 
strap color of the Chopard 1000 
Miglia GT XL Power Control  
and the distinctive white dial, 
make it a really popular 
timepiece throughout the world. 
Other practical features of this 
designer wristwatch include the 
skeleton  case back, the 44 mm 
(1.73 in) case diameter, the 
screwed down crown, and the 
water resistance of 100 metres 
(330 feet). The striking material 
of this XL Mens watch makes 
for a comfortable, yet elegant, 
wear. Also note the automatic 
with power reserve (self 

winding) movement, the 
Deployment Buckle clasp, and 
the 8 in (20.3 cm) bracelet 
length. 

This is an indisputable class 
leader in the world of 
automobile watches and should 
be on the wish list of any 
serious watch loving car 
enthusiast. Quite simply every 
time I put the watch on  it is a 
joy to wear!

Pros: style, pedigree and 
quality.

Cons: Itʼs not cheap.

Verdict: 5 stars.
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BRM is well-known for its 
racer/industrial aesthetics 
and these qualities are 
epitomised in this particular 
V644.

The V6 44 is manufactured 
from superfine 18/8 stainless 
steel and features as standard:

* piston shaped case
* lugs applied to the case
* extra light perforated hands
* ETA 2824/2 movement  
* (modified in France)
* Saphire Crystal glass front    
and back
* Water resistant up to 100 
metres

The watches can be individually 
customised and the one shown 
here has a titanium checkered 
case with black PVD finish 
married to a carbon face with 
white transfers. Perforated 
yellow hands and the yellow 

chronograph hand compliment 
perfectly the black and yellow 
chequered leather strap. The 
finished look screams cars, 
automobiles and racing. All the 
case pieces, clasps, pushers, 
lugs, crowns and hands are all 
designed in BRM's own 
workshop a few miles outside 
of Paris and the attention to 
detail is faultless - even the 
strap buckle contains no less 
than 12 separate components 
instead of the usual 3 in other 
high end watches.

So why is it on The BeastWatch 
Watch Wish List? By nature we 
here are dreamers and buying 
a watch such as this you are 
buying into a dream. The 
marketing for the whole BRM 
brand associates itself (albeit 
tenuously at times) with the 
motoring industry and we are 
big suckers for this. All the 

watch makers do it - the latest 
Tudor Heritage Chronograph 
for example, or Tag or the new 
kid on the block Christopher 
Ward of London and we just 
love it. In this case, we are big 
Francophiles too having a small 
pied-à-terre in the south of 
France, so the idea of a French 
watch maker, making high end 
watches that appeal to the car 
enthusiast is a concept we find 
easy to live with. This is a 
watch you could see being put 
on by a Grand Prix winner just 
before he collects his winner's 
cup and we just adore it!

Pros: style, individuality and 
quality.

Cons: You pay a high price for 
individuality.

Verdict: 4 stars.
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Car Watches - The BRM V6 44
Reviewed by Adrian Ainsworth
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This series of six highly 
collectible, limited edition 
watches, celebrates the 
inaugural Grand Prix victory for 
each of the nations that 
originally hosted the most 
famous of automobile races 
that eventually became today's 
Formula 1 Championship.

The striking design of each 
watch uses the chassis colours 
of the host nation's racing 
colours, the US version 
includes the famous 
"Cunningham Stripe" - with 
further details of the year of 
victory, the race track and the 
winning driver engraved on the 
reverse of the case.

The collection has recently 
been supplemented by the 
addition of The C70 DBR1 

which celebrates the Aston 
Martin DBR1 victory at Le 
Mans.

The C70 IT Rosso Corsa

The 4th September 1921 was 
the date of the first Gran 
Premio d'Italia at the 
Montichiari course in the 
Northern Italian town of 
Brescia.

Although the French driver 
Louis Wagner took pole 
position on the starting grid it 
was his compatriot Jules Goux 
who won the 30 lap race 
(Wagner finished 3rd) in a time 
of 3 hours, 35 minutes and 9 
seconds.

The C70IT is dressed in the 
Italian racing colours Rosso 
Corsa (race red) which 

legendary Italian racing car 
marques such as Alfa Romeo, 
Lancia and Ferrari made 
famous.

Features:

22 jewel Swiss quartz 
movement 
Multi-function chronograph 
Date window 
Convex sapphire crystal with 
anti-reflective coating 
Adjustable quick-release 
butterfly clasp
Screw-in crown 
Chronographic dials with split 
mins / secs / 1/10 
Tachymeter bezel  
Colour matched deluxe box 

Specification:

Diameter 42mm 
Height 10.7mm 
Weight 80g - 160g 
Movement ETA 251.272Water 
resistance 10 atm

Pros: three of the contributors 
to BeastWatch have a C70 ( the 
DBR1)which is testament to the 
quality and style of this range of 
watches.

Cons: the painted bezel is 
perhaps vulnerable to chipping 
so the watch needs to be 
shown a bit of respect.

Verdict: 4.5 stars. At a price 
point of £330 ( Feb 2011) you 
canʼt go wrong with any of the 
C70s and if red is your colour 
this is the one.
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Car Watches - The Christopher Ward C70IT Rosso Corsa
Reviewed by Adrian Ainsworth
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Car Watches - The New Frédérique Constant 
Healey Chrono 
Automatic & Stoptimer 
A set of timekeepers born out of pure passion!
Sourced from Frédérique Constant
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The	  New	  Frédérique	  Constant	  Healey	  Chrono	  -‐	  Automa:c	  &	  Stop:mer	  -‐	  A	  set	  of	  :mekeepers	  born	  out	  of	  pure	  passion!

Released	  at	  Geneva	  –	  April	  2010,	  this	  watch	  is	  a	  must	  have	  for	  any	  car	  watch	  enthusiast.

Back	  in	  April	  2010,	  	  Frédérique	  Constant	  presented	  the	  ulDmate	  set	  for	  all	  passionate	  classic	  car	  drivers:	  an	  elegant	  giG	  box	  
offering	  the	  new	  limited	  ediDon	  Healey	  Chrono-‐AutomaDc	  Dmepiece,	  combined	  with	  a	  unique	  mechanical,	  handmade	  StopDmer.	  
Pure	  style	  for	  pure	  passion!

To	  celebrate	  the	  conDnuing	  cooperaDon	  with	  the	  AusDn	  Healey	  Owner	  Clubs	  around	  the	  world,	  Frédérique	  Constant	  introduced	  
two	  new	  limited	  ediDons	  of	  its	  iconic	  Healey	  Chrono-‐AutomaDc,	  limited	  to	  1’888	  pieces	  in	  each	  version.	  The	  hand-‐polished,	  
rounded	  case	  with	  a	  diameter	  of	  43mm	  came	  in	  two	  different	  finishes:	  elegant	  with	  a	  rose	  gold	  plated	  case,	  chocolate	  dial	  and	  
leather	  strap,	  and	  more	  sporty	  in	  a	  steel	  case,	  silver	  dial	  with	  green	  accents	  and	  brown	  leather	  strap.

Frédérique	  Constant	  was	  excited	  to	  be	  the	  Official	  Timing	  Partner	  of	  the	  2010	  Healey	  Challenge	  in	  the	  United	  Kingdom,	  organized	  
by	  The	  Healey	  Drivers	  Club	  -‐	  the	  world’s	  oldest	  club	  catering	  to	  Healey	  enthusiasts.	  The	  Healey	  Drivers	  Club	  is	  built	  around	  the	  
Healey	  family.	  President	  Brian	  ‘Bic’	  Healey	  holds	  as	  much	  enthusiasm	  for	  the	  brand	  as	  the	  most	  avid	  Healey	  owner.	  Originally	  
founded	  in	  1957,	  the	  Club	  meets	  twice	  a	  month	  in	  Devon	  and	  Cornwall.	  The	  Healey	  Drivers	  Club	  is	  the	  point	  of	  reference	  for	  all	  
things	  Healey!

The	  story	  between	  the	  Swiss	  Watch	  Manufacturer	  Frédérique	  Constant	  and	  the	  AusDn	  Healey	  Cars	  is	  a	  story	  of	  passion.	  
Frédérique	  Constant	  has	  been	  the	  annual	  Official	  Timing	  Partner	  of	  Healey	  events	  around	  the	  globe	  since	  2004,	  such	  as	  the	  
Second	  European	  Healey	  MeeDng	  in	  St.	  Moritz,	  the	  Healey	  Le	  Mans	  Challenge,	  the	  Healey	  Challenge	  Heidelberg,	  and	  the	  34th	  
InternaDonal	  AusDn	  Healey	  Challenge	  2009,	  organized	  by	  the	  AusDn	  Healey	  Clubs	  of	  America	  and	  Canada.

The	  2010	  Healey	  Challenge	  UK	  named	  “John	  Healey	  Memorial	  InternaDonal	  Meet”	  took	  place	  from	  May	  6	  Dll	  9	  in	  Dawlish	  
Warren,	  South	  England,	  overlooking	  the	  sea	  and	  the	  magnificent	  red	  cliffs	  of	  south	  Devon.	  During	  three	  days,	  the	  passionate	  
Healey	  Owners	  discovered	  the	  beauDful	  English	  landscape,	  the	  actual	  origins	  of	  the	  Healey	  cars	  and	  as	  a	  subtle	  hint	  to	  the	  Healey	  
Challenge	  2010,	  the	  official	  logo	  of	  the	  event	  was	  engraved	  on	  the	  case	  back	  of	  the	  Frédérique	  Constant	  Healey	  Chrono-‐
AutomaDc,	  alongside	  the	  aperture	  offering	  a	  glimpse	  of	  the	  automaDc	  movement	  inside.

Gentlemen,	  start	  your	  engines	  for	  the	  Healey	  Chronograph!	  The	  Frédérique	  Constant	  Healey	  Chronograph	  &	  StopDmer	  are	  all	  set.

Pros:	  style,	  detail,	  quality.	  	  	  	  	  	  Cons:	  high	  price,	  only	  if	  you	  own	  a	  Healey?	  	  	  	  Verdict:	  5	  stars,	  who	  cares	  if	  I	  own	  a	  Healey,	  I	  want	  one.
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The C8 is inspired by the iconic 
B-Uhr watches used by the 
Luftwaffe in the late 1930s and 
then the RAF. It is a watch that 
combines an outstanding 
contemporary specification with 
a design that reminds us of a 
period in history when clarity, 
simplicity and accuracy were 
absolutely critical.

Movement

It uses the  automatic 
movement the famous ETA 
2824-2 / Sellita SW200-1 partly 
which can be seen through an 
exhibition window. 
The watch also has a soft-iron 
anti-magnetic cage inside the 
outer case to protect the 
movement from electrical 
interference. Additionally it has 
an Incabloc anti-shock system, 
a 38 hour power reserve and 
25 jewels. At the price point of 
£330 (May 2011) no complaints 
here then.

Case

The case is quite large at 44 
mm but the ETA movement is 
quite petite allowing the case to 
remain slim at just 9.7mm thick. 
The result is that the watch 
wears very neatly and 

comfortably on the 
wrist and at just 114g 
in weight does not feel 
heavy or bulky at all. 
The flat grey case 
colour looks suitably 
purposeful too, as doe 
the oversize Pilotʼs 
crown, though this can 
sometimes dig in to 
your hand!

Dial.

The dial is a delight to 
hold and the anti 
reflective crystal gives 

a wonderful clarity that makes 
you wonder sometimes if the 
watch has any glass over it at 
all. It is very clear to read and 
with reasonable superluminova 
for night time viewing.

Verdict

A real favourite with me this 
watch is as good as any of the 
Pilotʼs watches I have seen and 
were I too look at the Iconic 
IWC pilotʼs watches at over ten 
times the price I would struggle 
to see ten times the quality!

Pros: simplicity of style, value for 
money

Cons: minor issue but when 
ordering you do not know if you 
will get an ETA or a Selitta 
movemnet

Verdict: 3.5 stars. 
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Big Pilot Watches - Christopher Ward, Steinhart, Hamilton
Which one wins?

Big Pilot Watches - The Christopher Ward C8 MkII
Reviewed by Michael Burnett



Movement

The Steinhart Nav. B-Uhr II 44mm 
Automatic comes with an ETA 
2824-2 movement with hour, 
minute and centrally located 
second hands. Obviously the date 
function of the movement is not 
being used as the watch was 
designed to be as historically close 
to the original Beobachtungs-
Uhrens as possible, which did not 
have any date function. The 
movement has 25 jewels and 
beats at 28,800BPH. 

According to the Steinhart website, 
the power reserve of the watch is 
at 42 hours. 

Movement type: ETA 2824-2 made 
in Switzerland
Jewels: 25 jewels, 28,800 BPH
Power Reserve: 42 hours
Complications: Hour, Minutes, 
Seconds 

Case 

The case of the Nav. B-Uhr II is 
made up of a solid piece of 
brushed stainless steel with a 
screw-in caseback. The bezel and 
the lugs seamlessly integrate to 
the rest of the case. The case of 
the original B-Uhrens is 55mm 
which the pilots wear over their 
thighs or arms. The diameter of 
this watch is  down to a 
manageable 44mm and a height of 

14.2mm, small enough to wear on 
the wrist but still lending some 
wrist presence to the wearer of the 
watch. The 22mm lug width is 
perfectly proportioned to the rest 
of the watch and the size allows 
for a lot of strap options for the 
Nav, B-Uhr II. The length of the 
watch is about 52.1mm, but since 
the lugs curve downwards and the 
caseback is flat and huge, the 
watch is able to sit comfortably on 
the wrist with almost no lug 
overhang.

The watch weighs in at 107g, but 
even so its not uncomfortable and 
because it sits flat on the wrist it 
doesn't move or swing about.

What I particularly like about the 
case is how the lugs  elegantly 
protrude and arc from the case 
and I am amazed at the 
workmanship that was put into 
making the case!

The caseback is also made up of 
stainless steel and is of the screw-
in type. Given that the movement 
of the watch is an ETA 2824, 
probably without too much 
customization and decoration, I 
don't mind that the watch has a 
solid caseback.  It is actually a 
nice piece of work, as there is a 
sharp engraved image of a 1940s 
pilot with the Steinhart logo and 
the text "STEINHART Nav. B B-
Uhr II" on top. Along the 
circumference of the caseback the 
text "SWISS MADE • STAINLESS 
STEEL • SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL • 
SWISS AUTOMATIC MOVT." is 
also engraved.

Apart from the text on the 
caseback, the only other marking 
on the watch is the production 
number, which can be found on 
the side of the case at the 6 
o'clock position. The watch has a 
push-in grooved onion-shaped 
crown with a rather 
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Big Pilot Watches - The Steinhart Nav B-Uhr II 44 
Reviewed by Adrian Ainsworth



long stem which turns smoothly 
and because of the long stem, it is 
quite easy to pull. The crown is 
engraved with the Steinhart logo 
which is a great touch.  

The Nav. B-Uhr II's "glass" is 
made up of sapphire crystal with 
double AR coatings on the inside 
of the watch. It's good that 
Steinhart didn't go cheap with the 
glass, as the slightly domed shape 
can be a magnet for scratches, but 
at least with sapphire, it won't get 
scratched easily. I'm also glad that 
Steinhart went for a domed glass 
since there is something about this 
detail that sets the Nav. B-Uhr II 
apart from other pilot watches 
available at the same price point.

According to the Steinhart website 
the Nav. B-Uhr II has limited water 
resistance, thus no swimming and 
showering is allowed. This isn't too 
much of a let down with this watch 
as it is on a leather strap anyway, 
though I hope it can take an 
accidental splash or two. 

Case: Burshed Stainless Steel
Diameter: 44mm
Weight: 107 g
Length: 52.1mm
Height: 14.2mm
Lug width: 22mm
Crown: Push-In, Grooved Onion, 
with Steinhart logo
Caseback: Engraved Stainless 
Steel, Screwed
Crystal: Domed Sapphire, with 
Double Anti-Reflecting Coatings 
on the Interior Side
Water Resistance: Limited Water 
Resistant, No Swimming or 
Shower

Dial

My favourite part of this watch is 
the dial which is as sterile as a 
pilot watch can be. As you look 
into the watch face, it's dominated 
by the matte black color of the dial. 
Your eyes are first drawn to the 
propeller shaped blued hands. The 
hands are perfectly proportioned 
to the watch, not too thick, not too 
thin. The length of the minute hand 

almost allows it to brush against 
the chapter ring. The hour hand's 
length is also long enough that it 
doesn't look like a dwarf beside 
the minute hand, but short enough 
that it is very easy to distinguish 
which hand is for hours and which 
hand is for minutes.

As you twist and angle the watch, 
a beam of light falls on the blued 
hands and it transforms from a 
dark blue, almost black, colour to a 
bright striking chrome blue colour. 
Itʼs lovely looking at these blued 
hands as they transform from one 
color to another.

One criticism of the hands is that 
some uneven blue edges on some 
parts of the hands can be seen. 
through a loupe or macro shot.  
This is something however, that 
wouldn't be noticed without a 
loupe or macro lens- so itʼs no big 
deal really to the over-all look of 
the watch.

The indices and the chapter ring 
are all white and slighlty 
embossed. The indices are Arabic 
numerals from 1-11, with 12 
replaced by the familiar triangle 
with two dots at the top. The 
chapter ring is made up of a thin 
white ring from where white 
straight lines protrude towards the 
center. Thicker and longer white 
lines mark the hours and the 
thinner white lines mark the 
minutes.

As mentioned , Superluminova C1 
is applied to the middle diamond 
part of the hour and minute hands. 
The second hand is lumed too, as 
are the Arabic numbers  and the 
only white detail on the dial that is 
not lumed is the thin white ring 
where the indices protrude from. 
Even without it, this watch 
compared to the IWC BP, has got 
a little bit more detail that glows in 
the dark.

After turning off the lights, you 
immediately notice that the hour 
and minute hands glow brighter 
than the indices/chapter ring. This 

doesn't mean that the indices and 
chapter ring are pushovers 
though, as  tests show that all the 
lumes can last throughout the 
night.

To sum up the dial it's imperfectly 
perfect! The no-text-on-the-dial 
approach, the contrast provided by  
the embossed white lines and text 
on black and the splash of color 
provided by the blued hands make 
this one of the most readable 
watch face around. The lume is 
easy to read and lasts the whole 
night. Over-all, the dial of this 
watch is such a beauty that even 
with the imperfections mentioned, 
it doesn't in  take anything away 
from the dial. That said, if the flaws 
can be addressed, then so much 
more the better.

Dial: Black
Indices: Arabic Numeral except 12 
o'clock which is a Triangle with 
Two Dots
Chapter ring: Seconds
Lume: Superluminova C1, White
Hands: Blued Hour and Minute 
Hands with Superluminova C1, 
White. Central Second Hand, also 
with Superluminova C1.

Verdict

The watch is excellently designed 
and built, with only minor flaws on 
the dial and hand edges that only 
a macro lens or a loupe will reveal. 
The case feels solid without being 
too big, and the domed sapphire 
crystal is something you could 
probably expect from a more 
expensive watch. When worn, the 
watch definitely attracts attention 
with it's size, but never at the 
expense of comfort to the wearer. 
At Euros 350.00, quite simply I 
think it's one of the best watches 
out there.

Pros: solidity, value for money

Cons: minor flaws on dial and 
hand edges

Verdict: 3.5 stars.
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HamiltonPilot 46mm comes in a 
big stainless steel case with an 
easy to read dial, the triangular 
marker at twelve, thick leather 
strap with rivets if you wish and 
basically ticks the boxes for a 
big pilotʼs watch. Of course 
Hamilton have not invented 
anything new here, it is their 
take on the Big Pilot watches of 
the 30s and 40s, a style which 
has become as iconic in the 
aviator watch world as The 
Rolex Submariner is in the Dive 
Watch world.

Hamilton have stamped their 
own mark on this watch  to 
make it a bit differrent from the 
crowd. Some of it good some 
not so good. 

We  like the inner ring with the 
hour markings and the outer 

ring having the minute markers. 
It makes the watch busier than 
many Pilot watches but at 
46mm we feel the watch can 
cope with this.  the cut out on 
the tip of the hour hand is a 
nice touch so that you can read 
the hour on the inner ring.  The 
Khaki Pilot runs on an the 
Swiss, 25 jewel, 2836-2 calibre 
made by ETA. The 2836 offers 
a hack function, which stops 
the seconds hand while the 
crown is pulled to the time-
setting position. This feature 
allows accuarte synchronisation 
adding a further degree of 
credibility to the watch.

The case of Hamilton's Khaki 
Pilot is in stainless steel and 
finished with alternating 
brushed and buffed polishes. 

The bezel is light and thin, 
leaving as much room as 
possible for the dial. The crown 
is screw locking, which makes it 
quite solid and a pair of 
protective shoulders are there 
for extra protection. A scratch-
resistant sapphire crystal is 
fitted to the case and a  second 
one on the back showcases the 
mechanics of the movement, 
including the engraved rotor. 

The applied, five-minute 
markers are made of steel, 
which lends some shine to the 
the dial and allows the watch to 
be dressed up when matched 
to one of the alternative 
crocodile style straps.

So far all good then and the 
watch looks like being a serious 
contender as the BeastWatch 
favourite Pilot Watch. However, 
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Big Pilot Watches - The Hamilton Khaki Pilot 46mm
Reviewed by Adrian Ainsworth



there is one big but. The classic 
arrow at twelve oʼclock is 
upside down. the rule of thumb 
is diverʼs watches have this 
pointing downwards and aviator 
watches have this pointing to 
the sky.  Sport this watch in the 
Pilotʼs mess and you will be 
laughed at. Ok so you donʼt fly 

but you wanted a Pilotʼs watch 
and now you know it is 
compromised you will think of 
that every time you put it on.

This is a great value, imposing 
and slightly different pilotʼs 
watch and it would have been 
at the top of the pile but for the 

upside down arrow at 12 oʼ 
clock. Itʼs the detail that counts.

Pros: impact, value for money

Cons: upside down arrow

Verdict: 3.5 stars.
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We have looked at three Pilotʼs 
watches, the Christopher Ward 
C8MkII, the Steinhart Nav B-
Uhr II 44  both in 44mm cases 
and the 46 mm Hamilton Big 
Pilot Watch and given them all 
3.5 stars out of 5. It would 
seem then that there is nothing 
to choose between them and 
basically this is indeed the 
case. Really it boils down to 
personal preference.

However, having said that 
certain factors would affect the 
ultimate choice. For example if 
you had a maximum budget of 
£350 then the Hamilton which 
retails  at £655 in the UK (June 
2011) would have to be ruled 
out. Similarly if you were a 
stickler for detail and heritage 
then the fact that the arrow at 
12 oʼclock is upside down for a 
classic aviator watch on the 
Hamilton would also rule it out. 
Finally, the Hamilton is a 
whopping 46mm and if that was 
more than your wrist could 
stand then the other two at a 
merely huge 44mm would 
again take preference.

Price point, size and a design 
faux pas seem to be knocking 
the Hamilton into third place. 
But... it does have a day date 
and it does make a huge 
impact on the wrist - it has 
presence - and if these factors 
are  important and you can 
carry off a 46mm case on your 
wrist then there is no choice but 
the Hamilton.

The Christopher Ward C8 MkII 
is the one I am in truth most 
familiar with, as a friend and 
contributor to Beastwatch 
Michael Burnett has one. It is 
virtually faultless in my eyes 

and there is just one small 
issue that would hold me back 
on this watch. When you order 
one off the Christopher Ward 
website it comes with either a 
Selitta or an ETA movement. 
The case back states 25 jewels 
which is correct for an ETA but 
not for a Selitta, which has 26 
jewels. You cannot pick your 
movement when ordering and if 
it comes with a Selitta then your 
case back stating 25 jewels is 
technically incorrect. There is 
nothing to choose between the 
movements so that is not the 
issue it is quite simply this 
attention to detail which would 
irk me were my watch to arrive 
with a Selitta movement. I 
stress the issue would not be 
with the movement but with the 
incorrect description on the 
case back!

The Steinhart is a very obvious 
competitor to the 
Christopher Ward watch. 
Both are 44 mm, both are 
at virtually the same price 
point (about half that of the 
Hamilton) and both are 
inspired by the iconic B-
Uhr watches used by the 
Luftwaffe in the late 1930s 
and then the RAF.

I mentioned in the review 
of the Steinhart how much I 
loved the face and the blue 
hands and the sheen on 
them against the black 
face. It really is beautiful. 
The lack of any writing on 
the face  adheres to 
original styling too  and yet, 
in a way I almost donʼt like 
this. I want the watch to 
proclaim Steinhart, to be 
proud of what it is. I know 
why there is no  writing on 

the face but at the same time it 
makes me think that being a 
“Steinhart” is some kind of dirty 
little secret and as I have said I 
am not sure that I like that..

In conclusion there is nothing to 
choose between the  C8MkII 
and the Steinhart - one has a 
“dirty little secret” and the other 
potentially has an incorrect 
description on its case back. It 
is simply personal choice 
between these two.  The 
Hamilton stands apart. Less 
value for money due to price 
point but a huge statement. You 
might be laughed out of the 
RAF mess wearing it as it fails 
to conform to traditional styling 
cues but again it is big it is 
sassy and by gum despite its 
shortcomings  I love it. It is the 
Hamilton then by the margin of 
an upside down arrow on its 
face!
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Big Pilot Watches - The BeastWatch Favourite
Conclusion by Adrian Ainsworth



I first saw the Hamilton 
brand in 2007 at Nice 
airport while waiting to 
fly back to England. The 
watch that caught my 
eye was  the Hamilton 
Khaki Air Race GMT on a 
black rubber strap with 
orange stitching that 
matched the orange 
numbers on the black 
faced dial. The watch 
was water resistant to 
200 metres and came 
with a decent automatic 
movement which you 
could view through the 
back. It fitted my wrist a 
treat and was indeed a 
very tempting watch. 
When I returned to 
England I began to look 
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Femme Fatale - The Hamilton Ventura
Reviewed by Adrian Ainsworth



at Hamilton's in earnest 

and quickly visited their web site 
www.hamiltonwatch.com. Their 
history caught my eye and I was 
drawn to the Ventura. This watch 
is iconic in the watch world for a 
number of reasons. First, it was 
the first ever battery powered 
watch introduced in 1957, 
secondly it came wrapped in a 
very modern stylish case 
designed by Richard Arbib who 
was also famous for putting the 
fins on the rear of the huge 
American motors of the fifties.  It 
was the watch that began the 
journey into quartz watches 
which almost killed off the Swiss 
watch industry. Now this fine 
American watch company 
manufactures in Switzerland and 
is part of the Swatch group! 
Finally, for me the discovery that 
Elvis Presley wore one in his 
movie Blue Hawaii sealed the 
deal and I knew I had to have a 
Ventura! However, I could not 
see where it fit into my plans for 
a watch, as by now I had my 
Breitling Navitimer for general 
wear and the next watch that I 
wanted was a more sporty watch 
that I could wear on the beach 
and for swimming etc.

However, the ladies version 
looked great and they also did a 
ladies version on a full stainless 

strap which looked very nice so I 
thought perhaps a Ventura could 
join the family as a watch for my 
wife Peanut. Still exploring the 
brand we looked for a local 
dealer and found the nearest one 
to us was in Knowle near 
Birmingham. This was close to 
Solihull where we like to shop on 
occasion so it was perfect. 

KNOWLE GOLDSMITHS 
LIMITED, 1644A High Street 
Knowle, SOLIHULL, B93 0NA 
Tel. 01564 772827 was the 
jeweller and we visited on a day 
when we met some friends of 
ours in Solihull who had come up 
from Boston near Lincoln. We 
had a delightful time in this 
lovely jewellers and spent well 
over an hour there trying on all 
his Hamiltons, asking loads of 
questions and finally coming 
away with just a catalogue! They 
had a ladies Ventura on a white 
leather strap which Peanut tried 
on but she wasn't convinced 
about the strap. However, the 
jeweller said he was getting a 
Ventura on the bracelet and 
would ring us when he had one 
in. A few weeks later he rang but 

it was about two months before 
we could find time to visit again.

Finally we paid a second visit to 
Knowle Goldsmiths and saw the 
Ladies Ventura on a stainless 
strap. Both of us fell for it 
instantly - it was gorgeous. 
Peanut tried it on and great 
disappointment followed. Her 
wrists are very tiny and the 
bracelet was very big and the 
jeweller thought that he just 
could not make the bracelet 
small enough. We were very 
disappointed. Anyway we carried 
on looking and mooching and 
talking and kept trying the 
Ventura on. Meanwhile Peanut 
had spotted a man's Ventura - an 
automatic on a croc style strap 
with a visible movement. It 
looked great and very stylish. I 
tried it on and it looked lovely 
and was very comfortable 
sporting a very swish deployant 
buckle. Meanwhile, the jeweller 
decided that nothing was to be 
lost trying to make the strap 
smaller. Ten minutes later he 
emerged from his back room and 
success - the watch looked 
stunning on Peanut's wrist! The 
automatic Ventura had still not 
come off my wrist and in my 
mind it filled the gap in my watch 
collection that I had just 
invented. It was the perfect dress 
watch for me - not a dress watch 
in the conventional way as it is 
quite a busy watch with the 
skeleton style face, but really on 
the croc strap it couldn't be 
anything else. So there you have 
it - my new dress watch!

Returning to the ladies Ventura, 
my wife has had it a few years 
now and it has worn well, still 
looking like a brand new watch. 
The polished bracelet is unusual, 
stylish and very eyecatcing 
giving the watch a bling quality 
while retaing its stylish appeal.. 
It is a watch we both love and 
have never got tired of. 

Pros: iconic styling, wow factor

Cons: mineral crystal, quartz

Verdict: 3.5 stars.
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The joie de vivre of Henri 
Matisse's work and his 
expressive use of colour 
inspired Christopher Ward to 
make this beautifully crafted 
timepiece. The offset palette of 
numerals are enhanced by the 
swirling guilloche patterned 
dial, whilst the originality of the 
design is further emphasised by 
the intriguing use of a stingray 
strap. “Tres unique!” states the 
CWL website!

Features

Swiss made

6 Jewel quartz movement
10 atm water resistance
Screw-in crown and back plate
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Split-seconds/stopwatch 
function
Stingray with easy opening 
butterfly clasp
Unique engraved serial number
Hand polished case with 
tachymeter bezel

Technical

Diameter: 36mm
Height: 7.5mm
Weight: 60g

Calibre: ETA G15.211
Strap: Stingray Strap - width 
19mm.

Pros: bold styling, wow factor

Cons: bold styling, wow factor, 
quartz

Verdict: 3 stars.
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And Finally... Femme Fatale - The Christopher Ward 
W8 Matisse                                    Reviewed by Adrian Ainsworth


